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ABOUT VIVA LAS VEGAS SHOWS 

Viva Las Vegas Shows is a collaboration between  Corporate Casino & Total Entertainment Solutionz, two quality 

entertainment providers in the Bay. 

We bring years of experience together to create a night second to none. Our focus is on our customer experience, 

and we are there to entertain and please our guests. We aim to have something at each event that will appeal to 

everyone, so no one leaves without thoroughly enjoying themselves. 

Viva Las Vegas Shows can offer anything from our full event experience to the basics of a casino, showgirl and props 

depending on the requirements of the event. 

PACKAGE OPTIONS 
We have many options available and recommend a personalised quote dependant on the needs of your event. 
However the below packages are a guideline for some of the options available. 

THE VENETIAN OPTION - (suitable for up to 250 people) 

This option is designed to be run around a dinner service. It includes a full 4 hours of actioned packed fun. Below is 
an outline of how this option may run. Guests will enjoy being greeted on The Red Carpet by Las Vegas characters 
which might include Elvis, Marilyn Monroe and showgirls. They can enjoy the Las Vegas style photobooth area, or 
start gambling while settling in for the night. During the dinner service they can enjoy the first set of entertainment, 
which may involve a Cabaret/Burlesque show.  After dinner guests may enjoy 3 further sets of entertainment which 
may include, Elvis, Showgirls, Crooners or Rhythmic Chix show, continue gambling, have fun in the photobooth area, 
or have their fun immortalised by a portrait artist. 

Price would include the following: 

 Casino chips (usually start with $1000) Guests can rebuy during the night) 

 Casino tables & Croupiers 

 All entertainment including lighting, sound and costumes 

 Photobooth setting, props and photographer 

 Portrait artist 

 Characters 

 Las Vegas props including giant dice and Las Vegas sign 
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MGM GRANDE OPTION -  (suitable for up to 180 people) 

This option is also designed to be run around a dinner service. It includes a full 4 hours evening, however 
there are a reduced number of casino tables, no portrait artist and no photographer. 

Price would include the following: 

 Casino chips (usually start with $1000) Guests can rebuy during the night) 

 Casino tables & Croupiers 

 All entertainment including lighting, sound and costumes 

 Photobooth setting, props 

 Characters 

 Las Vegas props including giant dice and Las Vegas sign 

 

 

 

 

 

EXCALIBUR OPTION - (suitable for up to 100 people) 

This option can be run around a dinner service or as a straight night of entertainment. The evening 
includes a reduced number of casino tables, no portrait artist, no photographer, and reduced length of 
entertainment. 

Price would include the following: 

 Casino chips (usually start with $1000) Guests can rebuy during the night) 

 Casino tables & Croupiers 

 All entertainment including lighting, sound and costumes 

 Photobooth setting, props 

 Characters 

 Las Vegas props including giant dice and Las Vegas sign 
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TRAVELODGE OPTION - (suitable for up to 60 people) 

This option can be run around a dinner service or as a straight night of entertainment. The evening 
includes a reduced number of casino tables, no portrait artist, no photographer, and reduced length of 
entertainment. 

Price would include the following: 

 Casino chips (usually start with $1000) Guests can rebuy during the night) 

 Casino tables & Croupiers 

 Showgirls & Elvis entertainment 

 Characters 

 Las Vegas props including giant dice and Las Vegas sign 

 

BACKPACKER OPTION - (suitable for up to 60 people) 

This option can be run around a dinner service or as a straight night of entertainment. The evening 
includes a reduced number of casino tables, no portrait artist, no photographer, and reduced length of 
entertainment. 

Price would include the following: 

 Casino chips (usually start with $1000) Guests can rebuy during the night) 

 Casino tables & Croupiers 

 Elvis entertainment 

 Las Vegas props including giant dice and Las Vegas sign 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The above options can be mix and match i.e. you can have the full evening for a smaller number of 
guests. Please contact us for a custom quote. 

All prices are exclusive of travel. Travel will be charged for events outside of the Tauranga area. 

 

 


